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Executive Summary
Weston Williamson has been retained by SmartREIT
(Pickering) Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the “Applicant”)
to prepare an Urban Design Brief for the development
of a portion of the lands municipally described as 1899
Brock Road, located on the north-east corner at the
intersection of Brock Road and Pickering Parkway in the
City of Pickering (hereinafter the “site” or “the Proposed
Development”).
This report was prepared in support of an Official Plan and
Zoning By-law amendments for the proposed development
a 28,509.7 sq.m gross site area (7.04 acres) currently
characterized as a traditional big box development with
smaller retail units. Innovative design and place-making
strategies will provide a new chapter in the use of this
site; a mixed-use community with new retail floorspace
to complement the surrounding communities and much
needed residential space.
The site contains existing retail buildings of varying degrees
of scale but is currently under-utilized with regards to placemaking. Our proposals will facilitate the enhancement of
the spaces between the buildings, providing a pleasant
environment to walk and cycle. Our approach to the
site aims to create a new and interesting setting to be
populated by 39,495 sq. ft of commercial floorspace and
1,678 residential units with car parking and landscaping
works.
The proposed development is located within the Kingston
Road Corridor Study’s Brock Precinct, which is envisioned
as a complete community with transit-supportive densities.
The Brock Precinct identifies the potential for better access,
internal routes of circulation, supported by active uses
fronting onto these paths. The intersection of Brock Road
and Pickering Parkway, the entrance at Brock Road, and
the intersection of Brock Road and Kingston Road are
envisioned to be a localized gateway as noted in the study
and also the Pickering Official Plan. SmartCentres (“The
Applicant”) is committed to work with the City of Pickering
to deliver a high-quality community to this part of the
corridor.
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| 1.1 Project Description
Details of the proposed development.

| 1.2 Vision
Description of the aspirations for the proposed development.

| 1.3 Design Rationale
The reason for the decisions made during the design process.

| 1.4 Objectives
Goals of what the design is meant to achieve and serve as a guide to the design process.
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Background

1.1

Project Description

1899 Brock Road is a desirable destination for mixed-use
specialty retail area at the eastern edge of the Kingston
Road Corridor Study. Our proposal will connect with and
complement and emerging mixed use developments in
the surrounding area. Improved access will enhance the
permeability within and through the site; community, retail
and residential uses will support an environment for change.
Roughly square in form, the site is located to in the northeast quadrant at the intersection of Brock Road and
Pickering Parkway, a key intersection which forms a local
gateway due to its proximity to Highway 401. Specifically,
the Phase 1 is bounded by Pickering Parkway to the south,
Brock Road to the west, Wal-Mart to the east, and CRU’s
to the north.
SmartCentres has been working in the City of Pickering
for many years; the proposed long-term development will
continue their role of providing a ‘place’ for current and
future residents. The proposal for 1899 Brock Road builds
upon the natural environment of its surroundings and
provides a variety of character areas to animate and create
a sense of place. These proposals will create:

1.2

Vision

A vision for the proposed development has been created
during the design process. This vision is based upon
SmartCentre’s motto of “Building a better every-day for
Canadians” which means creating social, economic, and
environmental value in the communities they build. This
motto is aligned to the vision which the City of Pickering
seeks to create along the Kingston Road Corridor and its
nodes.
The proposed development’s vision is to create a
sustainable community which will embrace the natural
heritage assets in the surroundings, where the pedestrian is
at the top of the movement hierarchy and is supported by
a higher density mix of uses. This is all within the premise
of creating social and economic value through developing
unique and engaging spaces that compel residents and
communities by:
•

Creating a place to live, connect, shop and play

•

Establishing connections and engage the community

•

Demonstrating value creation at all stages

•

39,771 sq. ft of retail uses

•

Reducing impact to customers and retailers

•

1,678 new homes

•

Anticipating change by providing flexibility

•

A community use at the heart of the site

•

High-quality streetscape and landscape
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1.3

Design Rationale

1.4

This statement provides an outline of the design rationale
adopted for the site which:
•

Engages the surrounding green spaces, notably
Denmar Park, to create a coherent natural landscape

•

Evaluates the opportunities of the site

•

Identifies and prioritizes the design principles

•

Promotes a design solution, embracing the scheme
proposals and embodying a vital piece of the puzzle
in the Kingston Road Corridor Study

•

Considers the accessibility of the scheme to all users

Objectives

The proposal will create a gateway with a unique character
and complement its surroundings. We have identified
gateway locations in Section 03 - Policy.

A 24 HR Place

Let the green in!
Community
Work

Play
Shop

Future Proofed
Permeable

Access

Gateway

Let the green in!

The potential benefits and opportunities
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| 2.1 The Greater Context
The City of Pickering is planning major growth over the coming years.

| 2.2

The Natural Environment
There is a vast network of green spaces and trails existing within the municipality.

| 2.3

The Site Today
The existing character of the site.

| 2.4

Streetscape
The existing natural and built fabric of the street.

| 2.5

Movement & Access
Description of the circulation to and from the site.

| 2.6

Property and Built Form
This exiting built environment.

| 2.7

Land Use
The current activity on the site.

| 2.8

The Future Context
Anticipating growth and understanding the way-forward.
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Site & Context

2.1

The Greater Context

The proposed development is located with the Village East
urban neighbourhood within the City of Pickering. The City
evolved from a town in the 1970s. Throughout this time the
City of Pickering has maintained a vision which takes into
account five interrelated themes:
1.

Evolving needs -as time goes on, people change,
communities change and needs change.

2.

Healthy settings -a prerequisite for healthy
communities.

3.

Urban and rural sustainability – the city’s
fundamental duality as both an urban and a rural
place.

5.

Global connectivity - surrounded by a larger and
evolving area

ad

l Ro

rpoo

Unique community – the city’s distinctive
landscape, history, location and settlement
pattern as valuable assets.

Live

4.

Dixie

The City of Pickering lies in a larger geographic area known
as the “Greater Toronto Bioregion”; the natural environment
has played a key role in how the urban fabric is shaped
today. Six major watersheds traverse the city (The Rouge,
Petticoat, Frenchman’s Bay, Duffins, Carruther’s, and Lynde
systems).

Roa
d

“To build Pickering in a manner that meets
the evolving needs of its people, that
sustains healthy urban and rural settings,
and that creates a unique community
interconnected with all other places and
people.”

The Greater Context
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Site & Context

2.2

The Natural Environment

Sustainability is at the core of the proposed development’s
design philosophy. The health of the natural environment
has a direct correlation with the economy and community.
The place-making strategy established for this masterplan
takes into consideration the greater context of Pickering’s
ecological features to ensure a there is harmony between
the built and natural environment.

Beverley
Morgan Park

The masterplan is aligned with the approach the City of
Pickering’s 10 Principles for Sustainable Place-making. The
proposed development has 5 principles which are similar to
the City of Pickering’s, the principles being:
1.

Attention to the function, appearance and
experience in the proposed development.

2.

Intensification but with the human-scale in mind.

3.

Establish a distinctive place.

4.

Flexibility.
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Photo Credit: Durham Region Playbournds
Denmar Park
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The Natural Landscape
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2.3

The Site Today

The proposed development site comprises an area of
approximately 6 acres and is broadly rectangular in shape.
Its western and southern boundaries are formed by Brock
Road and Pickering Parkway, respectively, whilst the
eastern and northern boundaries are framed by existing
single storey retail buildings with associated surface parking
lots.
Access into the site is via Brock Road and Pickering
Parkway. Pedestrian crossings and paths occur on the
east, south and west boundaries.
The proposal is located across the existing Denmar Park
to the west and along a potential future green link with
Beechlawn Park to the east.

2.4

Gateway markers

Streetscape

Brock Road is classified as a Type A Arterial Road,
designed to carry large volumes of traffic at moderate to
high speeds. The right of way width is approximately 50
meters, consisting of 8 lanes of traffic.
Pickering Parkway is a Type C Arterial Road, designed to
carry lower volumes of traffic, at slower speeds. Its purpose
is to provide access to properties and has a right-of-way
width of approximately 30 meters.
The proposed development provides the opportunity
to create a sense of place in this part of Pickering and
contribute to an active, pedestrian-scaled streetscape;
streets which are designed to support active transportation,
the environment, culture and every day life for people of all
ages and abilities.

Existing Brock Road Streetscape
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2.5

Movement and Access

Vehicular access into the site is consolidated at three
points, divided into one on Brock Road and two on
Pickering Parkway. The entry points along Pickering
Parkway align with access to the land parcel located to the
south and consisting of commercial retail uses.

There is the opportunity to link to the existing sidewalks
to improve the accessibility and further enhance the
pedestrian experience. While there are sidewalks along
Brock Road and Pickering Parkway, there are not many
people choosing to walk in the area.

The site consists predominantly of large format retail
destinations and large associated parking lots. The car
is the preferred mode of travel to access the area and
significant traffic congestion along Brock Road during busy
periods.
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2.6

Property and Built Form

The site is currently characterized by a single storey mix
of low and high-density commercial retail buildings and
associated surface parking lots. It is a shopping destination
for people across Pickering and the region of Durham. The
sizes of the structuring blocks are large and the area lacks a
fine-grained network of streets.

Mixed Retail
178,636 ft2

The Existing Built Form

Mixed Retail
87,376 ft2
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02

Wal-Mart
128,196 ft2

Lowes
137,248 ft2

Mixed Retail
24,605 ft2

McDonald’s
4,510 ft2

The ‘Place’ today is characterized as a mix of retail uses with
its operational requirments, that is designed for the efficient
performance standards of movement and circulation in the area.
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2.7

Land Use

The existing land use within the ownership boundary is
defined by its retail uses. The surrounding uses immediately
adjacent to the site are characterized as follows:
North:
Immediately to the north of the ownership boundary is
a gas station flanking the south-east corner of Kingston
Road/Brock Road intersection. Adjacent to this are active
retail uses occupied in large at-grade structures, and a Tim
Hortons. Situated along the north side of Kingston Road.
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1. Western Boundary: Brock Road

East:
Primarily detached single family homes, community parks
and places of worship.
South:
Of a similar character to the site’s existing condition with
large retail commercial buildings and parking.
West:

2. Western Boundary: Residential Townhomes

To the west of the ownership boundary, across Brock
Road are residential townhouses and duplex homes and a
community park.
The Applicant is committed to work with the City of
Pickering in support of its Land Use Goal of promoting an
efficient and integrated land use strategy, that protects and
enhances Pickering’s ecological systems for existing and
future generations; with the objective of leading to a more
complete, compact and liveable urban system.

3. Western Boundary: Residential Mid-Rise Buildings

The Site Today
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4. Northern Boundary: Brockington Plaza
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Pickering Parkway

02
Site Characteristics

Existing retailers along the east portion of the site

Existing retailers along the north portion of the site

Total Ownership Area:

19.49 Hectares / 48.17 Acres
Official Plan Designation:

Specialty Retailing Node
Phase 1 Development - SPA Area

10,766.7 m2 / 2.66 Acres
Future Development Area:

17,743 m2 / 4.38 Acres
Total Gross Site Area - OPA / ZBA:

28,509.7 m2 / 7.04 Acres
Big box retail at the south portion of the site
1899 Brock Road Urban Design Brief | 18
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2.8

The Future Context

Pickering is experiencing major intensification that will
influence the urban fabric and character of the city. There
are several projects/studies in the Site’s vicinity which the
design has taken into consideration during the design
development of the masterplan. These projects/studies are:

1

Kingston Road Corridor and Specialty Retailing
Node Intensification Study
Preparation of a new vision and strategy for 		
intensification and redevelopment along the 		
Kingston Road Corridor and within the Specialty 		
Retailing Node.

2

Pickering City Centre

enue

h Av

Finc

50-storey residential tower, 3-storey underground 		
parking structure, new public facilities and more.

3

rpoo

Live

Metropia Development
(1842 and 1856 Notion Road)

ad

Dixie

Durham Live
(888 Durham Live Avenue)

Roa

4

l Ro

224 residential freehold townhouses within a 		
privately-owned block.

d

Multi-use development consisting of a casino, 		
hotels, indoor waterpark and 150,000 square feet 		
of luxury retail shopping space.

5

2

2055 Brock Road

1

59 Townhouses

6

1505-1525 Kingston Road
100 Stacked Townhouses
Future Context
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3.
03 Policy
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| 3.1 City of Pickering Official Plan, 2017
Statutory document which sets out the land use policy directions for long-term growth and development
in a municipality.

| 3.2

Kingston Road Corridor Study and Specialty Retailing Node Intensification Study
Study to establish a new vision and strategy for intensification and redevelopment along the Kingston
Road corridor.

| 3.3 City of Pickering Kingston Road Corridor and Specialty Retailing Node - Draft Urban Design Guidelines
Toolkit to guide the implementation of the Kingston Road Intensification vision.

| 3.4

Durham Regional Official Plan, 2017
Policies and maps which guide the type and location of land uses in the Region to 2031.
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3.2

Kingston Road Corridor Study
and Specialty Retailing Node
Intensification Study

The City of Pickering has concluded a study to investigate
places to grow and the extent of the growth which should
occur in South Pickering. Phase 2 of the study focuses
on the Kingston Road Corridor and Specialty Retailing
Node. The Kingston Road Corridor runs from the Rouge
Park National Urban Park in the West, to Brock Road in
the east, and generally includes only those properties that
front onto Kingston Road. The proposed development is
an exception to this, as it is to the east of Brock Road and
south of Kingston Road, currently designated as a Specialty
Retailing Node.

•

Advance the concept of place-making and create
complete communities

•

Promote sustainability in the design and full life-cycle of
the streetscape, open spaces and buildings

•

Stimulate economic growth and vitality

•

Promote mixed use development with an emphasis
on higher density residential and employment uses
integrated within a building or site

On December 2, 2019, the Council of the City of Pickering
endorsed in principle an intensification Plan and Draft Urban
Design Guidelines for the Kingston Road Corridor and
Specialty Retailing Node Study Area. The Urban Design
Guidelines and Intensification Plan articulate the design
vision for change, with an emphasis on place-making and
sustainability through guidelines regarding built form, public
realm and mobility.

•

Design all public roads and private connections to be
complete streets and emphasize transit and pedestrian
oriented development

•

Improve access management and connectivity for all
transportation modes

•

Encourage the optimization of infrastructure

The study area has been divided into four precincts:
Rougemont, Whites, Dunbarton/Liverpool and Brock. The
proposed development is located entirely in the Brock
Precinct. The study identifies several opportunities for new
connections with the aim of providing better access, more
internal routes for circulation, multi-modal routes and the
creation of additional street frontages. The following are the
goals for the study:

•

Enhance and restore natural heritage features and
functions

•

Support implementation by considering phasing,
flexibility and intermediate interventions
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Image Credit: City of Pickering 2019

Kingston Road Corridor and Specialty Retailing Node - Draft Intensification Plan, September 2019
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3.3

City of Pickering Kingston Road
Corridor and Specialty Retailing Node
- Draft Urban Design Guidelines

The Draft Urban Design Guidelines document provides a
toolkit to guide new development within the Kingston Road
Corridor and Specialty Retailing Node. As the proposed
development is within the Specialty Retailing Node, this
section of the document lists the policies, which are
proposed, which were taken under consideration during the
design development of the masterplan.
Urban design guidelines have been proposed for each
of the four precincts, the site is located within the Brock
Precinct. The draft guidelines is divided into 4 sections,
which provide directions on the following elements:
Built Form
•

•

Promote higher-density mixed-use development while
respecting the character and scale of established
neighbourhoods through proper transitioning, and
careful building design and placement.
Brock Precinct is envisioned to contain the greatest
concentration of height and density, notably along
Brock Road and gateway designations

Place-making
•

Facilitate the design of the public realm, reflecting
a high standard of quality and responding to the
surrounding context, built form and land uses to create
spaces that facilitate social interaction.

•

Brock Precinct is proposed to contain a number
of publicly-accessible spaces of various shapes
and sizes. A series of linear parks, developed and
maintained as POPS, are proposed as connectors
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between larger open spaces. One such linear park
connects pedestrians from Brock Street to the central
internal Public Park and to Beechlawn Park, located
immediately east of the precinct.
Connectivity
•

Creation of an integrated mobility network that takes
into account the needs of pedestrians, cyclists, transit
riders and drivers.

•

Strategies to provide better access, more internal
routes of circulation and multi-modal routes, additional
street frontages, and activity hub opportunities through
new connections.

The Applicant understands the significance of its
development in the context within the corridor and
is committed to work with the City in ensuring the
placemaking and sustainability measures contributes
positively on an area-wide scale.

03

Image Credit: City of Pickering 2019

Brock Precinct
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3.4

Durham Regional Official Plan, 2017

The Region of Durham’s Official Plan guides growth and
development in the Regional Municipality of Durham by
providing policies for securing the quality of life, health,
safety, convenience and well-being of present and
future residents. The document establishes the future
development pattern for Durham Region and provides
information and guidance to other levels of government for
the preparation of plans and policies. The Durham Regional
Official Plan provides the overall framework for Pickering’s
Official Plan and is divided into two parts.
Part A: Basic Directions
The proposed development is supportive of the policies set
out in the Official Plan by:
•

Encouraging the production of an increased mixture of
housing by type, size and tenure in Urban Areas;

•

Establishing a wide range of housing opportunities
in Urban Areas commensurate with the social and
economic needs of present and future residents;

•

Creating healthy and complete, sustainable
communities within liveable urban environments for the
enjoyment of present and future residents;

•

Encouraging development that utilizes land efficiently;

Part B: Structural Policies
The Regional Structure provides direction on the
development pattern and use of land in the Region. Within
Durham’s Regional Structure, the site is in the Pickering/
Ajax Urban Area within the Urban System. Schedule
‘A’ – Map ‘A4’ Regional Structure shows the proposed
development situated within a Living Area and Regional
Corridor. Policy 7.3.9 sets out the minimum of 40%
annual residential development occurring annually through
intensification within built-up areas, with 14,354 units
allocated to intensification in Pickering between 2015 and
2031 (Schedule E – Table E9). Municipalities are advised to
investigate way and means of increasing densities of new
residential development and redevelopment in Urban Areas
to reduce capital costs of municipal services and to utilize
land more efficiently.

Region of Durham Official Plan - Schedule ‘A’ - Map ‘A4’ Regional

•

Promoting the development of healthy and complete,
sustainable communities, having a balance of jobs and
population (3.1.2).

The compact form and the location and layout of the
proposed development is supportive of policies on
efficient use of infrastructure and prioritization of servicing
to intensive and compact forms of development and
redevelopment in urban areas (5.2.3).
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Structure (extract)
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The proposed development conforms to the policies
outlined for Durham’s goals for its Urban System by
establishing a community which is adaptable and able to
evolve into healthy and complete sustainable communities
that balance growth in population and employment.
Furthermore, the masterplan’s principles and layout are set
out and aligned with the following goals listed in Section 8
of the Official Plan:
•

Establish a distinct community but relate to each other;

•

Provide a diverse Urban Area to meet various needs of
present and future residents of the Region;

•

People-oriented to create a sense of community and
promote social interaction and aesthetically pleasing;

•

Integrate nature into the urban fabric;

•

Provide compact, efficient and accessible Urban Areas
comprised of mixed uses;

•

Provide convenient access to fresh locally grown
produce and other healthy food from sources such as
farm markets, community gardens and grocery stores;
and

•

Create and maintain an attractive living environment
that is safe, affordable, energy efficient and in harmony
with nature.

The realization of the proposed development will support
the Regional intensification targets for Pickering. The
concept design is a people-oriented transport supportive
mixed-use development; it conforms to the policies and
meets the goals set out in the Official Plan.

Image Credit: Region of Durham 2017
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|4.1 Development Principles
Four principles to guide the design.

|4.2

The Vision
Description of the proposed development and its long-term masterplan vision

|4.3

Circulation and Movement
Description of the pedestrian, cycle and vehicular circulation and movement

|4.4 Parking Strategy
Cycle and vehicle parking strategy

|4.5

Maintenance Strategy - Loading and Services
Description of loading and servicing within the proposed development

|4.6

Safety and Security
Safety by design

|4.7

Landscape and Amenities
Description of the landscape treatment to animate the urban realm

|4.8

Building Massing and Height
Description of the distribution of density throughout the development area

|4.9

Architectural Design Treatment
Initial thoughts to the architectural character

|4.10

Microclimate
Description of the consideration of wind and sun/shadow in the urban realm

|4.11

Phasing
An illustrative plan of the subsequent phases
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4.1

Development Principles

Four specific development principles in this section have
been developed with SmartCentres through the design
process. These are intended to help define the vision for the
project over its lifetime, reinforce belief in the strength of the
concept and be embedded in the masterplan at all levels.

Photo Credit: youandmeandrainbows

1.

Authentic & Distinctive
As a blank canvas the proposed development will be
different from its surroundings with its own identity of
buildings and publicly accessible spaces. It will be a
high density mixed-use neighbourhood.
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The intent of the principles is to achieve the following goals:
•

Aid in creating a unique and distinctive place

•

Facilitate collaboration across the design team
and working with the City of Pickering

•

Contribute to the thinking already in place for the
Kingston Road Corridor

•

Ensure people don’t lose sight of the bigger
picture

Photo Credit: The Life of Luxury

2.

Health & Well-being
The proposed development will be an inclusive,
accessible, walkable and cycling neighbourhood
connected to surrounding green spaces and public
transport. It will combine the best of new facilities
and publicly accessible green spaces with the
existing natural open spaces and leisure activities.

04

Photo Credit: Bukakado

3.

For All
The new community will be a desirable, safe place
to live, work and visit. The new community will
complement and enhance the existing offer.

4.

Connectivity
Maximizing the Site’s existing physical, social and
economic connectivity locally and beyond to the
north and west where Pickering GO Station, bus
stops and green links are located, respectively.
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4.2

The Vision

The proposal envisions a mixed-use community, which
is characterized by the harmony established between its
proposed built form, high-quality landscape, land uses,
and sustainability. The design takes a pedestrian’s point-ofview to ensure a human-scale is the main emphasis of the
development’s framework.
A sense of harmony in the development between its
hierarchy of open spaces and its built form to ensure
there is a variety of spaces future residents and its visitors
can interact with. Furthermore, as illustrated in Section
2, the design analyzed at different scales to ensure the
development’s framework fits into the surrounding context –
present and future.
The illustrative masterplan is comprised of ten development
blocks each with its own character with regards to its size
and scale, as shown in the image beside. This is meant to
ensure that the long-term vision for the entire property area
aligns with the City of Pickering’s process and provides an
added character/experience from start to finish. However,
the proposed development as part of this application is
only focused on the Block at the south-west corner of the
property area, identified as Block A.

Illustrative Masterplan
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The intent of the orientation and setbacks of the proposed
development are designed to respect the surrounding
context. Four tall buildings are proposed in Block A at the
junction between Brock Road and Pickering Parkway.
The setbacks create a transition from the podiums to the
tall buildings allowing for a human-scaled experience for
pedestrians. Furthermore, the setbacks provide amenity,
emphasize the break in massing, and maximize daylight as
well as allowing views into the site.
Active uses are envisioned at ground level with direct
access from the existing entry points along Brock Road and
Pickering Parkway. The proposed development allows for
a mix of retail uses to be placed at grade to fit the needs of
the local community.

A

KEY
Ownership Boundary
OPA / Zoning
SPA
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4.3

Circulation and Movement

4.3.1

Vehicular Access and Movement

The proposed development is located at the corner
of Brock Road and Pickering Parkway; a main arterial
intersection which is well-connected to the network of
transportation modes and corridors. This allows for a high
degree of north-south and west-east connectivity.

The proposed street network will be accessed from the
existing entry points, along Brock Road to the west and
from Pickering Parkway to the south. The local roads are
intended to limit through-traffic, by only providing vehicular
access to the internal block.

The proposal has been designed to support multi-modal
movement, seamlessly integrated with the surrounding
areas. The aim will be to facilitate ease of vehicular
movement within the area and provide a high degree of
connectivity, permeability, and access to and from the
adjacent areas.

A shared-surface treatment is proposed along the northern
edge of the site. This is intended to limit the travel speeds
for the vehicular traffic, while focusing on the pedestrian
movement between the green spaces. The surface may be
designed with distinctive materials and surface treatments.

KEY
Ownership Boundary
OPA / Zoning
SPA
Existing Primary Vehicular route
Proposed Primary Vehicular route
Proposed Secondary Vehicular route

0
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4.3.2

Pedestrian and Cycle Access and
Movement

Pedestrian and cycling movement is the main focus in the
proposed development in order to achieve an integrated
human-scale environment. This is intended to encourage
the use of transit and active forms of movement within the
development. Buildings, block layout, road pattern and
open spaces are designed in a way that encourages both
pedestrians and bicycles to move easily and smoothly in all
directions.
Walking to and from the proposed development will be
connected to the existing pedestrian paths and off-road
multi-use trails along Brock Road and Pickering Parkway as
well as the adjoining public Denmar Park.

Safety and animating elements for pedestrian and
cycle movement will be achieved through appropriate
landscaping and street furniture treatments. Elements such
as planters, trees, benches and other street installations
will act as buffers for separating the pedestrian/cycle realm
from the vehicular circulation.
A finer network of minor pedestrian paths will provide
access to internal outdoor amenities, services and semiprivate spaces.

KEY
Ownership Boundary
OPA / Zoning
SPA
Existing Pedestrian circulation
Proposed Pedestrian circulation
Proposed Cycle circulation
Cycle parking

0

20 m
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Typical Parking Level 2 to 3

0

10 m

0

20 m

KEY
Ownership Boundary
OPA / Zoning
Site Phasing

Interim Parking - Phase 1
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4.4
Photo Credit: Jordi Surroca

Parking Strategy

The development will be serviced by a combination of
above and below ground parking. It is strategically placed
to be screened from the public realm and to control the
traffic flows on the new streets.
A total number of 1,267 parking spaces with additional
barrier-free spaces, are proposed for Towers 1-4 to facilitate
and service the mixed-use redevelopment, including
229 off-site surface parking spots available during the
construction of Phase 1.

Precedent image of parking within podium

The proposed parking podium facility will also offer to
residents, retail tenants and visitors the opportunity to park
immediately within the development block and benefit
from direct access to their homes or shops via stairs or
elevators.
Access to parking will be located along secondary streets
in order to prioritize the pedestrian experience and mitigate
its views. Furthermore, to promote a healthy lifestyle in the
proposed development, the provision of bicycle parking
within podiums and in the open spaces is allocated.
The top Floor Plan in the page beside illustrates indicative
locations for bike storage within podiums while parking in
the open spaces are shown in section 4.3.2.

Existing surface parking for Interim Phase 1 Parking
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Underground Level 01

0

10 m

0

10 m

Access to Loading
and Servicing

Floor Level 01
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4.5
Photo Credit: Michał Jedrzejowski

Maintenance Strategy – Loading and
Servicing

Servicing and loading areas will be accommodated
within podiums and designed as an integral part of each
building’s architecture to mitigate its views. These areas
will be consolidated in order to serve a number of buildings
simultaneously and decrease the traffic levels. It will be
also situated at-grade for easy public and occupant uses,
however its access will be screened from the streetscape
and well-integrated into the building frontages.
On-site service vehicle circulation will be facilitated to allow
reversing and manoeuvring away from the public streets,
thus minimizing disruptions and its impact on the public
realm. This is intended to reduce conflict between vehicles
and pedestrians.

Photo Credit: megapolisonlinehack.com

All required safety features will be provided through intuitive
wayfinding, clear exit routes and doors, appropriate
signage, and adequate and uniform lighting for visibility and
safety surveillance. Also, ramp access will be clearly made
visible to guarantee safety.
Screening measures for garbage pick-up zones and
recycling storage rooms will minimize noise, odour and
ensure no visibility from the parking.
External utilities and services will be integrated within the
open space so as to be seen as an integral part of the
overall design and ensure an attractive appearance over
time.

Precedent image of intuitive wayfinding within parking
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4.6

Safety and Security

Safety and security is essential to creating an active,
attractive, high-quality, and sustainable neighbourhood
where people can live, work and relax. Success in the
development of any mixed-use neighbourhood is measured
by the level of safety and sense of security its residents
and visitors have. The sense of being safe provides a level
of comfort which may lead to increased levels of social
interaction and community ownership. The proposed
development aims to create a safe environment that
enhances the physical and social well-being of residents,
visitors and wider users.
Safety and security are achieved by applying design
principles of good practice that will promote public activities
and smooth movements through the development area.

Photo Credit: London Gov

Example of road design to reduce speed

These principles are:
•

Lighting - an increased visibility and surveillance
through well-designed urban lighting will enhance
the sense of safety.

•

Walkability and cyclability - traffic speed
will be reduced by the road design through
traffic calming street bumps and pedestrianpriority crossing-surfaces, which will create
the impression of an unbroken walkway whilst
improving the streetscape legibility.

•

Wayfinding – architecturally integrated signs
will complement the overall design, contribute
to the visual quality of the built environment,
and help people to navigate safely through the
area. Consistent signage will also contribute to
solidifying an urban brand identity.
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•

Street furniture – appropriate urban fittings
will enhance the public spaces and encourage
socializing. Well-designed street furniture creates
a sense of community, a safe public space
where people want to meet and socialize and
discourages antisocial behaviours.

•

Step-free access - appropriately sized sidewalks
and crossings, and flush curbs will allow ease of
movement for people of all degrees of mobility.

•

Maintenance – a good maintenance strategy will
improve people’s perception of how safe the new
public spaces are whilst encouraging use on a
daily basis.

Overall, the proposed urban design will enhance the
attractiveness and safety of the development, which will
contribute to aesthetically pleasing buildings and spaces for
the City of Pickering.

04

4.7

Landscape and Amenities

The proposal creates a sense of place by providing a
hierarchy of spaces which consist of a combination of
open spaces, residential amenity and land uses to suit
everyone’s needs. The proposed development will provide
a high-quality landscape with a range of activities and
opportunities that will complement both the micro and
macro scale. It will create a healthy neighbourhood which
promotes an active and vibrant pedestrian and cyclefriendly environment.

The network of streets will contribute to the green
environment through its streetscape which will connect to
the network open spaces. The podium levels have been
identified as potential areas for landscape and amenity
spaces. A finer network of paths and trails will support
and interconnect these new community areas to the
surrounding context.

Rendering Credit: Turner Fleischer Architects Inc.

Proposed Development - Street view facing North-East
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4.7

Landscape and Amenities (cont.)

Landscaped buffer strips are designed within the right-ofway along the arterial Brock Road and Pickering Parkway to
provide sound attenuation, screen the new buildings from
roads and offer shade for retail units at lower levels.

Illustrative sketch of the internal streetscape
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The built environment is enhanced and further defined
by the proposed aesthetic and functional quality of the
open spaces. This is supported with the use of urban
lighting, compatible with the scale of the development as
well as suitable for the pedestrian and cycling movement
throughout the area.

04

4.8

Building Massing and Height

Buildings massing and heights are designed based on its
surroundings with the aim of creating a unique sense of
place for this area of Pickering.
Tall buildings ranging from 33-to-43 storeys will frame
the key intersection between Brock Road and Pickering
Parkway. The proposed built-form utilizes a podium-tower
typology. Podiums establish a human scale streetwall and
provides for an interface with adjacent roads, parks, and
neighbouring properties. The tall buildings are set back from
podiums in order to create a visual emphasis, capitalize
views and allow maximum penetration of natural light into
the site.

The buildings’ massing is articulated in a manner to
mitigate the wind and the shadow impact its immediate
surroundings. The proposed development is designed to
mitigate the risk of strong wind through the setting and
orientation of the buildings.
Built form, heights, proportions and massing will reinforce
and sympathetically complement the existing built patterns
in the surroundings but also will make a significant
contribution to the local urban regeneration.

Rendering Credit: Turner Fleischer Architects Inc.

Proposed Massing - Aerial view facing North
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4.9

Architectural Design Treatment

The architectural design treatment of the mixed-use
buildings and open spaces is proposed to be cohesive and
unified, but also fit within the surrounding context.

A. Vision Glass
Clear Float Glass

C. Dark Panel
Dark Metal Panel option

B. Precast Panel
White Precast Panel

C. Dark Panel
Dark Precast option

High-quality design elements, assorted textures, materiality,
and fenestration as well as various cladding systems,
finishes, colours, and exterior treatments will create a
vibrant open space articulation and an animated rhythm of
the buildings.
Façade treatment with regards to colour and material
variation, including precast, metal panel and window wall,
will create a hierarchy of functions and a balance of forms.
Through the use of precast concrete on the upper floors,
a contrast between the solid and transparent materials will
be created while allowing for more variety in textures. On
the lower floors the use of precast creates a strong podium
condition with solid textured surfaces within the pedestrian
realm.
The primary objective for the use of materials and the
architectural design treatment utilized for each building will
be to enhance the following elements:

C. Dark Panel
Dark Brick option

D. Metal Canopy
Light

•
•
•
•
•

Establish frame views of the urban realm;
A method of wayfinding;
Establish a focal point where necessary;
Reinforce spaces around buildings; and
Safety and Security

Overall, the choice of materials will be driven by durability,
maintenance, and suitability to the climatic conditions.

E. Metal Frame
Light

F. Curtain Wall or
Storefront Glazing
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4.10

Microclimate

The Applicant supports the City of Pickering’s sustainability
initiatives and intends to work with the City and the
community on what initiatives are important during the
approval process. The proposal utilizes the space between
buildings by establishing a hierarchy of spaces and
movement to create a variety of landscape and open space
treatments. The generous amount of proposed green space
at grade will provide new routes for walking and cycling into
the existing network.
The proposed massing has been designed and oriented
on the development area to mitigate shadow impact on
the adjacent lands, maximize view of points of interest (for
example, bus stops and community areas) and provide
weather protection, through building articulations and
step backs at higher floors. The proposed development
will not create a significant impact on shadows on the
existing environment as a minimum of 5 hours of sunlight is
available for surrounding streets, buildings, parks and open
spaces. Please refer to the shadow report for an illustration
of the shadow impacts the proposed development will have
on the surrounding context.

Preliminary wind impact study on the urban realm and
outdoor amenity areas was assessed by GradientWind.
Generally, grade-level areas surrounding the proposed
development will be comfortable for a mix of sitting and
standing during the summer, transitioning to include walking
conditions for the remainder of the year. These conditions
are acceptable for walkway and general greenspace
use. Podium roof areas bordered by high-rise towers will
generally be windier and will require varying degrees of
mitigation. The exact configuration of such mitigation has
been coordinated with the design team during the site plan
development. Please refer to the Pedestrian Level Wind
Study report for more information.
A traffic noise was also assessed by GradientWind for the
proposed development. Their study concluded that noise
impacts from the development on surrounding sensitive
areas are expected to be minimal. However, the report
advised certain mitigation measures to be in place for each
building, subject to a detailed assessment during the site
plan approval stage. For more information please refer to
Roadway Traffic Noise Feasibility Assessment report.

Rendering Credit: Turner Fleischer Architects Inc.

Aerial view facing South
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4.11

Phasing

The plan below illustrates how a future development could
be built out in the next phase.

Site Plan / Roof Plan - Phasing

0

20 m
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| 5.1 Sustainability
The Applicant continuously reviews and analyzes environmental initiatives of all levels of government
and industry associations for new and innovative ways to reduce its carbon and overall environmental
footprint. They are committed to making practical, long term sustainable changes that result in overall
reductions in landfill waste, water and energy consumptions.
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Rendering Credit: Turner Fleischer Architects Inc.

Proposed Development - Street view facing South
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5.1

Sustainability

The proposal embraces the vision of the City of Pickering
as detailed in the Official Plan “to build Pickering in a
manner that meets the evolving needs of its people, that
sustains healthy urban and rural settings, and that creates
a unique community interconnected with all other places
and people.” The proposal will provide for a comprehensive
and complete community with high-quality design and
sustainable built form across the site where a good quality
of life can be enjoyed now and into the future.
The general intent of the City’s sustainability guidelines
is met by making efficient use of land and infrastructure,
combining a mix of uses and densities, and reducing
environment impact.
The proposed high-density residential buildings will serve
to diversity the exiting housing stock in the area which
primarily consists of low-rise residential uses in order to
support the necessities of a broader community.
The development will also complement the excellent
connectivity in the immediate surroundings. The inclusion
of a well-connected system of private streets and open
spaces that are publicly accessible will create important
linkages and encourage a healthy and walkable community.
Pedestrian connectivity and a transit-oriented built form will
be achieved to support alternative modes of transportation
and promote the health and well-being of the community.
Social support services and cultural facilities in the
community spaces proposed at the hearth of the site
will contribute to meet both current and future social and
cultural needs.

The proposed private network of publicly accessible open
spaces will complement the existing public spaces and
support the proposed uses. Also, private amenity areas will
support the integration of new uses within the development
area and the surrounding community.
The proposed green spaces will also provide cooling
through shading to reduce the heat island effect which may
be caused by using large areas of concrete or asphalt that
absorb heat and increase the local temperature. Permeable
materials will be used to allow the soil beneath to breathe,
enable rain water to run through rather than accumulate,
bring temperatures down and reduce heat islands.
Tree planting will improve the air quality, define open spaces
and create more intimate community courtyards whilst
framing views and focal points. The proposed greenery will
also reduce energy use through shading and sheltering in
all seasons, attenuate vehicular noise from streets, guide
pedestrian and cycle movements, and buffer wind through
the new buildings.
Overall, the proposal will incorporate appropriate
sustainable development principles to create a high-quality
comprehensive master planned community with low
environmental impact and a high quality of life. For more
information, please refer to the Planning Justification Report
has been prepared by Weston Consulting to illustrate how
the proposed development meets the intent of the Pickering
Sustainable Development Guidelines.
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| The Vision:
The proposed development’s vision is to create a sustainable community which will embrace the natural
heritage assets in the surroundings, where the pedestrian is at the top of the movement hierarchy and is
supported by a higher density mix of uses. This is all within the premise of creating social and economic
value through developing unique and engaging spaces that compel residents and community by:
-

Creating a place to live, connect, shop and play

-

Establishing connections and engage the community

-

Demonstrating value creation at all stages

-

Reducing impact customers and tenants

-

Anticipating change by providing flexibility
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Summary
The City of Pickering is planning for the long-term future to
ensure growth and intensification is delivered in a manner
which utilizes the efficient use of its lands, support transit
viability, and infrastructure. The Official Plan identifies
Kingston Road as a corridor to accommodate the highdensity development and intensification. The Applicant
supports the City’s strategy of focusing growth along this
corridor and proposes to start here. This Urban Design Brief
illustrates their vision.
As the site is located along the City of Pickering’s growth
corridors, the proposal is designed to be a new vibrant
urban mixed-use community that is inclusive, connected
and pedestrian-oriented. The development is designed to
be a distinct urban place with a variety of spaces supported
with a variety of active and community destination to go
along with the new homes. The site designed to evolve into
a ‘Place’ characterized by its inclusivity, accessibility, and
the level of convenience provided with its proposed network
of walking, cycling and vehicular routes. The development’s
framework is centred sustainable through providing a lowcarbon built environment supported with measure which
promote a healthy community.
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